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ABSTRACT 
Let b(w) he the nXn matrix AJw)=(ay) with u,~=o~, O<i,j<n-1, o”=l. 
For n = rs we show 
-(A,@Z,)Z’,S(Z,@A,). 
When r and s are relatively prime this identity implies a wide class of identities of the 
form 
The matrices P,“, P:, P, and Q are permutation matrices corresponding to the “data 
shuffling” required in a computer implementation of the FIT, and T: is a diagonal 
matrix whose nonzeros are called “twiddle factors.” We establish these identities and 
discuss their algorithmic significance. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider here the matrix algebra associated with the computation of 
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) with particular emphasis on the algo- 
rithm known as the fust Fourier transfm (FFT). We shall see that the FEiT 
can conveniently be viewed as a class of algorithms corresponding to various 
computer implementations of matrix identities associated with the DFT 
matkix we call A(w). 
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The matrix identities to be presented are valid over a more general 
structure than a ring or field. While they involve products of matrices, 
addition is never required; only multiplication and permutation of rows and 
columns is indicated. The identities are valid for any o such that w n = 1; that 
is, they are identities about the cyclic group of order n, the entry zero 
indicating a null entry. In this sense these identities are combinatorial 
identities. 
Let A(w) = ( aii) be an n X n discrete Fourier transform matrix 
aii = w ii, Q<i,j<n-1, (1.1) 
where U” = 1. Then the DFT of an n-vector x = (x0, xi,. . . ,x,, _ JT, sometimes 
written as 
n-l 
yi = x x,w fk, Ofj,k<n-1, 
k-0 
(1.2) 
can be represented as the matrix-vector product A,,(o)x. In an algebraic 
system such that wi# 1 for 1< i<n (w is primitive), l/n exists, and 
~~~~~W”={(~~)n-l}/(~~-l)=O: then A;‘(o) exists and 
0.3) 
For example, in the classical case that w = ezti/“, (l/G )4(w) is a unitary 
matrix and 
A,- ‘(0) = i A,(G). (I.4 
In this case the computation of the inverse DFT, represented by the product 
A,‘(o)x, clearly reduces to the form discussed above. 
Many expositions of the FFT, including the seminal paper by Cooley and 
Tdey [41, bqg ‘n with (1.2) and map the integers i and k, 0 < i, k <n - 1, 
bijectively to ordered pairs ( p, 9), 0 < p Q s - LO < 9 <r - 1, n = IS, replacing 
(1.2) by a permuted double summation. If the permutations are chosen 
conveniently, the resulting summation can be interpreted as a series of 
smaller DFT computations. There are many such representations +=( p,9) 
including the natural “rowwise” and “columnwise” bijections used by 
Cooley and Tukey as well as more subtle bijections which depend upon 
mnnber-theoretic results such as the Chinese remainder theorem for the 
restriction to relatively prime r and s. 
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Our goal here is to examine the structure of A,(w) itself when n = rs and 
to expose the underlying recursive process by factoring A,,(w) appropriately. 
We will show, for example, that 
where P,” and P,’ are permutation matrices and T,” is a diagonal matrix of 
“twiddle” factors. The identity (1.5) is the basis of the Cooley-Tukey FFT 
and all its commonly used variants. We will see also that (1.5), used in 
conjunction with identities about classes of permutation matrices, implies a 
wide variety of FFT identities of the generic form 
PA,(~)Q~=A,(o~~)@A~(~~‘) (1.6) 
for r and s relatively prime. Here (Y and p depend upon the permutation 
matrices P and Q, which represent special bijections +( p, 4). Our approach 
leading to (1.6) from (1.5) is new and general enough to include all previous 
FF’T identities (or permuted summations); see in particular, Theorem 4 and 
its corollaries in Sec. 3. 
It is easy to see from (1.5) that the DFT y = A,x breaks into smaller DFT 
computations. In Sec. 4 we consider the recurrence relation 
T(n)=T(rs)=rT(s)+sT(r)+(7-l)(s-1) 0.7) 
which counts the number of arithmetic operations to compute y=A+,x using 
(1.5). For example, when n= r r and (1.5) is used recursively, T(n) = 
O(nlog,n); the case r=2 is common. 
The ubiquity of the discrete Fourier transform in engineering, applied 
science, and mathematics itself, has inspired many researchers to seek 
efficient algorithms and to investigate the properties of such algorithms. 
Cooley, Lewis, and Welch [3] trace the history of the discovery of the FFT 
back to the turn of the century, noting, in particular, the contributions of 
Runge, K&rig, Danielson and Lanczos, Good [7], and Rudnick. Some of the 
confusion about these algorithms was dispelled with the realization that 
there were two different “fast” algorithms which can be interpreted from 
(1.5) and a special case of (1.6) respectively; see, for example, [3] and Good 
[8]. The significance of the fundamental paper by Cooley and Tukey [4] was 
in detailing their method precisely enough to contain the basis of a computer 
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implementation while also establishing the effectiveness of the method 
especially for the case n = 2r. 
The matrix history of the F&T can be traced to Good [7], who uses 
tensor-product notation to explain and generalize an algorithm due to Yates 
concerned with experimental design. After discussing the connection be- 
tween the Yates algorithm and the DFI, Good derives his factorization of 
the form (1.6) but seems to be unaware of the more general identity (1.5). He 
does note, however, the computational efficiencies to be gained. Cooley and 
Tukey’s method can be interpreted by (1.5), where the P,” correspond to 
partial “bit reversal” permutations. For the case n =2’, Pease [W] states a 
factorization analogous to (1.5) but with A,(w)P,’ replaced by a matrix 
B=A,,P,,, where P, represents the complete bit-reversal permutation. 
Theilheimer [18] and (in greater detail) Whitten [19] derive identities which 
can be regarded as incomplete (and unsymmetric in r and s) factorizations of 
the left-hand side of (1.5). Kahaner [lo] uses the ideas of Pease and 
Theilheimer to establish the correctness of a specific implementation and 
FORTRAN program (n = 2’) for the FFI’. In an unrelated paper McClellan and 
Parks [13] give the eigendecomposition of the matrix A,,(o) (in the complex 
field). 
The numerical application of the DFI is of fundamental importance in 
signal processing, including speech analysis and radar, and in computing 
convolutions and autocorrelations. The work by Rabiner and Gold [IS] 
discusses these applications as well as many aspects, including hardware 
implementation, of the FFT. Mathematical software issues related to the 
FFT are available in Gentleman and Sande [6] and Singleton [17]. Non- 
numeric computer-science applications of the FFT are discussed in Aho, 
Hopcroft, and Ulhnan [l], and an example concerned with polynomial 
evaluation at a special set of points (chirp-z points) is reported in Aho, 
Steiglitz, and Ullman [2]. Recent algorithmic results on the DFT and the 
relation to “fast” algorithms for cyclic convolution are described in 
Winograd [20] and Kolba and Parks [ll]. Although no specific new algorithm 
is presented in this paper, these recent developments coupled with careful 
implementations of the identities discussed here may lead to even more 
efficient computer programs than are now available. 
2. SPECIAL PERMUTATION MATRICES AND PRELIMINARY 
IDENTITIES 
In this section we discuss the properties of several classes of special 
permutation matrices and present some basic identities to be used in the 
development of the FFT identities of the following section. 
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Shuffle Permutations 
Let n be a composite integer, n = TS, and x(q,,q, . . , ,x,,_ JT be an 
n-vector. Suppose we represent x rowwise as a two-dimensional s X r array, 
X=(X,,) for O<i<s-l,O<j<r-1, by 
(2.la) 
i.e., 
Let y be the n-vector obtained from the Xii by taking the entries in X 
colwnn by column. That is, let 
Y ip+i= yif, O<i<r-1, o<j<s-1, (2.2) 
where 
Y=(Y*J=XT 
Then (2.la) and (2.2) implicitly define a permutation matrix, I’,“, such that 
y = P,x. (2.3) 
Clearly 
PI”p,’ = I, (2.4) 
a property also immediate from the explicit representation of P,” =( p,), 
O<i,j<n-1,‘as 
Pq’ 1 1 if i=[ j/r]+si,, j,=j (modr), 0 otherwise.’ (2.5) 
‘[a]=Z (integer) such that Z<ad+l. 
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yk=xI fork= [ Z/r] +sZ, (2.6a) 
and 
% = Yk for l=[k/s]+rk,, (2.6b) 
1, = 1 (mod I), 5 = k (mod s) and 0 <k, I <n - 1, consistent with (2.1) and 
(2.2). 
Let R = (Pi/), 0 <i,i <r-l and S=(q), O<i,j<s-1, be rXr and SXS 
matrices, respectively. Recall [12] that the tensor product of R and S is the 
rs X rs matrix 
POOS POlS * *. Po,l-ls 
PlOS PIIS *** PI,+1s 
R@S= . . ... : * 
P,-I,$ P,-1,1S . *. P,-l,r-IS 
(2.7) 
For example, the matrix Z, 8 R (Z, the s X s identity) is a block diagonal 
matrix which we shall also write as I,@ R = @“,- ‘R. 
PROPOSITION 1. For R, S, P,“, and P,’ a-s above 
RGU=PP,“(S@R)P,‘. (2.8) 
Proof. It suffices to show that P,?(I,@ R)P,‘= R @I,, which in turn 




*For the first step recall [12] that (R,~S,)(R,~SS,)=R,R,OS,S, for conformable R,,R, 
and S,, S,. 
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From (2.7), (I, @R Ia,* --pii for the s? entries such that a =i+ mr and 
b=j+mr, where O<i,j<r-1 and O<m<s-1; (Z,63R)),,=O elsewhere. 
Since Z’,“(ZS @B )I’,’ applies the same permutation (2.64 to the rows and 
columns of Z,@R, we obtain (P,“(Z,~~)P,‘),,,,=pii for a’=[u/~]+u,=m+ 
is and b’= m+ is, i, j,m as above. Again from (2.7), (R @Z,),,, =pif for these 
same values of a’ and b’. n 
As we shall see, the permutations P,” play a fundamental role in the 
factorization of h(w), n- rs. These permutations also effect transposition 
when a compiler commonly represents a two-dimensional array by a one-di- 
mensional array. 
Elementary Circulunt Permutations 
Let the 1 x 1 identity matrix Zr be written columnwise as Zl = [e,, es,. . . , el], 
and consider the permutation matrix 
G= [ e2,e3,e4..... w+]. WV 
Clearly 
(CJ=Z. (2.10) 
me shall henceforth write ( CJk EC;‘.] We wish to observe a basic relation- 
ship between C,, and A,(o). 
For any 2 X E matrix W, let 
D,(w) =bdiag( w”, w’, w2,. . . , wk-‘) (2.11) 
where “bdiag” is shorthand for “block diagonal.” Dk( W) is a kl X kl matrix, 
and 
(2.12) 
For example, when w is a primitive nth root of unity, D,(o) = 
diag(wO,wl,...,w”-‘) is a diagonal matrix of all n roots of unity. We also 
define 
C(d = Ds(D,b)). (2.13) 
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PROPOSITION 2. For C,,, D,,(w),T,“(w), and A,(w)as above we have the 
eigenidentity 
A,(o)C,k = Q,(wk)A,(o), (2.14) 
C;A,(w)=A,(w)D,,(o-“); (2.15) 
P,“T,‘p,’ = T,” . (2.16) 
Proof. The validity of (2.14) follows by observing that the i, j entry of 
each side is (ufk)(a ‘f) = ai(i+k) for any k, since w” = 1 and C,?,’ = I. Equation 
(2.15) follows from (2.14) by transposing and taking I= - k. Verification of 
(2.16) is similar to the proof of Proposition 1. n 
Equation (2.14) is welI known over the complex field although not 
usually stated in this form; see [12, ~651. It says that the rows of A,,(w) are 
left eigenvectors of C,” with eigenvalues D,(uk). The combinatorial proof is 
simpler. Over a field the identity is still more interesting. 
An n x n circulant matrix, S, [12], is defined by 
n-l 
Sl so s,-1 -*- 82 
s,= x sic;= -3 Sl so . * * sg 
9 (2.17) 
i-0 
s”-1 s,_z s,_g .** so 
and the matrix-vector product S,,x is sometimes called the positive wrapped 
convolution of s=(so,si,. . .,s,,_JT and x=(x0,x1,.. .,xn_JT [l]. Formally 
from (2.14) we can write 
(2.18) 
Letting diag [ y] = diag( yo, yl, . . . , yn _ i) for any n-vector y, we see that 
n-1 
izo G2,(~‘) =d%[A,s] (2.19) 
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and hence 
A,,S,,x=diag[A,,s] (A,,x) = @,,a) * (A,x) (2.20) 
for any n-vector x, where x* y is the Hadamard product, X* y = 
(%Y,*x,Y,*..., x,,_ r y,,_ Jr. Assuming (2.20) for all LX and taking s = e, recap 
tures (2.14) from (2.18). Certainly these formal operations are valid over a 
field, and we have 
PROPOSITION 3. Over any field in which rl;‘(w) exists, the eig~yst~ 
identity (2.14) and the positive wrapped convolution theorem 
(2.21) 
are equivalent. 
Note that the “ordinary” convolution theorem [I] can be derived from 
(2.21) by choosing Szn_-l (or S,,) and x appropriately. There is a close 
connection between computing DFI’s and computing convolutions, since 
any algorithm for computing one problem can be used (after suitable 
transformations) to compute the other problem; see, for example, Ftabiner 
and Gold [16, Sets. 6.17, 6.191, Rader [15], and Winograd [20]. 
Elementary Congruence Pemututions 
Foranintegerr,letN,denotethesetN,={n~O~n<r-l},andletxbe 
an integer relatively prune to r, written (r, x) = 1. Then the mapping i = xi 
(mod r), i E TV,, is a bijection on N,, the inverse mapping being i = x*i (mod r) 
where x*x= 1 (mod r) (see (9, Sec. 5.31). Hence the rX r matrix B,? = (b,) 
defined by 
b, = 
1 if i= xi (mod r), 
0 otherwise 
(2.22) 
is a permutation matrix. I$’ represents the permutation i-+i’=~*i (mod r). 
The following properties are simple consequences of the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let Bt, C,, and A&) be as above; then 
B,+By = B,.. for (x,r)=( y,r)=L (2.23 
B;B;* = I, x*x=1 (mod r), (2.24) 
4(+:=A,(~X’), (2.25) 
Br?C; = C,!!*B,“. (2.26) 
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Composite Bijection Permutations 
Let n be the composite integer n = rs. Recall that in our discussion of 
shuffle permutations P,’ we implicitly considered mappings of the form 
u=si+i and v= i + q for i E N, and i EN,. Furthermore, it is easy to see 
from (2.5) or (2.6) that P,? represents the permutation V-U. For relatively 
prime T and s we will now consider mappings f: N, X N,-+N,, of the form 
v=f(i,i)=xsi+yr*q (modn), 
iEN,, iEN,, (XJ) = ( y,s) = 1. (2.27) 
It is easy to see that such mappings are bijections, since N,X N, and N,, are 
n-element sets and v =f( i, i) = f(i’, 1’) implies that i = i’ = x*s*u (mod r) and 
i= i’= yap (mod s). F or u = si + j and o as in (2.27), p : u-+-u is a permutation 
which we represent by the permutation matrix L = (Z&) where 
zd= 1 ifb=p(a), 1 0 otherwise. 
PROPOSITION 5. For u = si + i and v as in (2.27) the permutation p : v+ 
u is represented by the permutation matrix 
where 
Q,‘(k)=P,“D,(C,k)P,‘. (2.29) 
We precede the proof of Proposition 5 by some remarks. The permuta- 
tion matrices Q:(k) are fundamental to our development in the following 
section. Note that the definition (2.29) does not require (T, s) = 1 and that 
(Qs’WT= Qs’(- 4. T wo special cases of (2.27) are of historical interest in the 
development of FFT identities and go back at least to Good [7l. The matrix 
eS =IIz(s*,l,s*) has u=s*si+r*q (mod n); this bijection v is the Chinese 
remuinder mapping. Good calls the bijection u = si + q (mod n), correspond- 
ing to w* =IIL(l,r,s*) [note A+* = r (mod n)], the Ruritunian mapping. If we 
had used the Ruritanian bijection as u above, we could have considered u of 
the form v =xsi + yrj (mod n) in (2.27), obtaining a more symmetric ap- 
pearance but losing explicit dependence on Q:(s*). Previous authors did not 
examine in detail concrete matrix representations such as (2.28). 
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Proof of Proposition 5. Let a=si+j, b=si’+j’, a=sc+d, /I=sc’+d’, 
u = sk + 1, and r = sk’ + I’, where i, i’, c, c’, k, k’ EN, and i, j’, d,d’, 1,l’ EN,. 
From (2.22) 
1 if c’ = xc (mod r) and 
(B~~g~),p=(B:)o,(B,Y),,= d’ = yd (mod s), 
0 otherwise. 
A straightfonvard calculation using (2.29), (2.11), and (2.6a) shows 
[Qs’(s*,]~~=[P~~~(C~*)P~]~= 
if k=k’+ls* (modr) and 
Consider Mob where M = (B: @ BSY)Q:(s*). M& = 0 unless there is some 
O<t<n-1 such that (B,?@BSy),t=(Q:(s*))tb=l. For such a, b, t we must 
have a=si+j, t= sg + h, b = si’ + i’, where g and h satisfy g = xi (mod r), 
h = yi (mod s), g = i’ + h.s* (mod r), and h = i’. We must now show b = p(a); 
i.e., b = xri + yr*rj (mod n). This follows if b = yj (mod s) and b = xsi (mod r). 
Noting that b=j’=h=yj (mod s) and that sg=sxi=si’+h=si’+j’=b 
(mod r) completes the proof. n 
The choice u = si + i in Proposition 5 rather than u = ri + i was arbitrary, 
and we anticipate a relationship between the II: and IIS permutations. 
Indeed an important consequence of Proposition 5 is 
PROPOSITION 6 (Reverse radix identity). 
(B;*@B$II:(x,y,s*)=P,“~;( y,x,f*). (2.30) 
Proof. By Proposition 5, (B,“*@BB,‘)IIi(x, y,s*)=(B,“‘“@BST)Q,‘(s*) rep- 
resents u+u where u=si+j, iEN,, iE N,, and u=xs*.si+ yr/ (mod n). 
Similarly, reversing the roles of T and s and of x and y in (2.27) and (2.28), 
we see that II:( y, x, r*) represents ~‘-4 where u’ = ri’ + j’, i’ EN,, i’ EN,, 
and u’= yri’+ ST*+. Thus P,“IIf( y, x, r*) represents u’+u’+u~ = i’ + 4’. 
Suppose u = u’. Then i’ = i, j’ = i and u = si + i = sj’ + i’ = u”; hence both 
sides of (2.30) represent the same permutation. n 
A direct matrix proof of (2.30) is tedious. Note also that (2.30) implies 
that 
IIz(l,r,s*)= P,slI:(l,s,r*) (2.31) 
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and 
rqs*, l,s*) = P,“n;(r*, l,r*). (2.32) 
Hence the Chinese remainder and Ruritanian permutations discussed above 
satisfy the symmetric identities %s = P,” Wr and e8 = P,” e,. 
3. FFT IDENTITIES 
In this section we derive several classes of matrix identities, all of which 
imply “fast” algorithms for computing the DFI’. The derivation will focus on 
the relation between the various identities as well as their individual struc- 
ture in an attempt to bring our study and previous work into a general 
perspective. 
We begin with a summary of the situation. The “general radix identity” 
discussed briefly in Sec. 1 [Eq. (1.5)] is presented first. While there are no 
restrictions on the factors r and s here, the diagonal matrix of twiddle factors 
appears between the matrix factors corresponding to smaller DFTs. Further 
permutations on both the right and left of A,,(w) change the twiddle matrix; 
this leads us to the “twiddle identity,” a consequence of both the general 
radix identity and the eigenidentity (2.14). Still further permutations of the 
elementary congruence type applied to the twiddle identity yield a proposi- 
tion which, combined with various permutation identities, implies all the 
results in this section. For example, when T and s are relatively prime, we 
obtain first the “twiddle free” identity. Combined with the reverse radix 
identity, the twiddle free identity is equivalent to four special cases (all 
equivalent via B: identities), the “generalized Winograd,” “Winograd,” 
“Good,” and “similarity” identities. In the sense just described the general 
radix identity is mathematically a most general special case. 
Let n = rs, and A,,(w), P,” be as in (l.l), (2.5), and (2.13) respectively. 
THEOREM 1 (General radix identity). 
A,,(w)P,‘= (Y( +iA,(~))+T,?~)~( $A&)), (3.1) 
p=d, v-or; this can also be written as 
A,P,'=(A,C?'Zs)T,S(Z,@'A,). (3.2) 
REMARK. ‘Is contains the entries from the upper left r X s submatrix of 
A,, taken rowwise. 
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Proof. By our remarks in Sec. 2, (3.1) and (3.2) are equivalent. Consider 
the right-hand side of (3.2) as a block r X r matrix with each block s X s. Let 
Md denote the (a, b) s X s block for 0 <a, b < r - 1. The (a, b) block of A,@ Z, 
is (w ‘)“Zs. Since T,” = D,(D,(w)) and Z,@A, are block diagonal, 
Mob = (ti”)*Ds(tib)A,. 
The (i’,j’) entry, O<i’,j’<s-1, of Mab is 
mirr’= (W”)“b(dy’(d)i’~‘. (3.3) 
The entry (3.3) correspondes to the (i, i) entry of the left-hand side of (3.2), 
A,,Pi, where i=as+i’ and i= bs + i’. This is also the (i, 1) entry of A,(o) = 
(a,), where I- [ j/s] + rj$, i, = j (mod s). Using W* = 1 shows 
a,,=w “Iw (ar+f’)W(b+r/‘)=W~srbsWbi’Wri’i 9 
which equals the entry of (3.3). n 
For integers r, s, and z recall Qs’(z)= P,“D,(C,Z)P,: C, as in (2.9). Let 
M= Q,‘(q)4,(w)(P~Q,!(z;))‘. From (3.1) we obtain 
=prw@wx~ ‘-““-“){Z,~A,(w’)}, 
using (2.13)-(2.16) and Di( W)Df(Z)= Di( WZ) for square matrices Wand 2. 
This calculation establishes 
THEOREM 2 (Twiddle identity). 
Q~(~~)A~(~)(P,“QI”(z~))~= @h”)@Z,) T,J(~1-*1g-z~Zel){5~A~(~T)}. 
(3.4) 
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Hence “twiddling” with different twiddle factors can be undone by 
appropriate permutations. Now let x and y be integers such that (x, r) = ( y, s) 
= 1, and consider again 
rr:(x,y,z)=(B~QDB~)Q,‘(x) (3.5) 
as in (2.28). Then we obtain immediately from (3.4), (2.25), and (2.8) 
PROPOSITION 7. 
Notice that setting xi = yi = 1, i = 1,2, in (3.6) yields (3.4), and if, addition- 
ally, .zr = z, = 0, we obtain (3.1). Suppose from now on that (r, s) = 1, and take 
ares* where s*s= 1 (mod r), and za= r* where r*r= 1 (mod s). Then 
s* s - 1 = k,r and r*r - 1 = k,s for integers k, and k,. Multiplying together the 
left and right hand sides of these expressions shows that3 
s*s+r*r=l (modn),n=rs. (3.7) 
Using (3.6) with these values for zr and x2 and again applying (2.25) gives 
THEOREM 3 (Twiddle free identity). For relatively prime r and s 
H~(rl,y,,s*)A,(o)(P,“H:(~~,yz.r*))T=A~(~x1y~)~A~(~Xpy”). (3.8) 
We now interchange the roles of ya and x2 in (3.8) and apply the reverse 
radix identity along with (2.25) to obtain 
THEOREM 4 (Generalized Winograd). 
CY = xrxss (mod r), p = yr ysr* (mod s). 
Theorem 4 has three interesting special cases. 
3We see also that S’S*== s (mod n) and r*P- r (mod n). 
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COROLLARY 1 (Winograd [20], 1978). 
if a = r,s,s = 1 (mod r) and /3 = r,s,r = 1 (mod s). 
Recall g =Il:(s*,l,s*) and %S=mS(l,r,~*). 
COROLLARY 2 (Good [7], 1958). 
qA,6& =A,@A,. 
THEOREM .5 (Similarity). 
(3.11) 
n:(x,y,s*)~(n:(x,y,s*))==A,(wns)q9As(oS’), (3.12) 
(r = X’S (mod r), /3 = y2r* (mod s). 
The similarity-transformation identities (3.12) may be useful in simphfy- 
ing eigenanalyses like that in [13]. Winograd [20] observed the special case of 
(3.12) with x = s*, y = 1 (Chinese remainder permutation). Finally note that 
(3.8) with r, = yd = 1, i = 1,2, becomes 
Q;(s*)A,,(P,!Q,?(~*))~=A,~~A~. (3.13) 
Identities involving the special Ql permutations may prove computationally 
attractive, since they use only the elementary circulant and shuffle permuta- 
tions. 
4. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 
In this section we discuss the computation of the Dm y = A,,x for n = rs 
with unrestricted r and s as in (3.1) [or (3.4)]. The situation is analogous for 
the computation involving twiddle free identities like (3.8) or (3.9). It is 
immediate from (3.1) that we can compute A,,x by computing 
(i) r DFTs with AS, 
(ii) (r - l)(s - 1) multiplications for the nonunit entries in T,f”, and 
(iii) s DFTs with A,. 
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Indeed, if x is explicitly or implicitly represented as the s X r array X of 
&lb), then we may compute the s X r array Y by 
(i) computing the s-point DFT of each column of X; 
(ii) Multiplying each new Xii by w ‘i, which is the approriate entry of Ts; 
(iii) computing the r-point DFT of each row of the resulting array. 
y=A,,x is then obtained by taking the entries in the final array, say Y, 
columnwise; i.e., 
Yi+sj’ ii’ Y o<i<s-1, O<‘jdr-1. 
Let T(n) be the number of multiplications and additions used to compute 
A,x in the above procedure. Then 
T(n)= T(rs)=rT(s)+sT(r)+(r-l)(s-1). (4.1) 
Now A,,x can always be computed in T,(n) = (2n - l)(n - 1)w2n2 operations 
by computing (1.2) directly, and if this method is used to compute the 
smaller DFTs counted in T(s) and T(r) in (4.1), we obtain for n = rs,T(n)- 
2(r + s)rs operations, a substantial reduction. If T and s are also composite, 
the method may be extended recursively, and in general, we obtain the 
following 
THEOREM 6. Let n = IIf_lri, and suppose that A,,x is computed by 
recursively applying the above method. Zf T(r,) operations are used to 
compute DFTs with A,, then 
&{T(r,)+r,-1) -n+l. 
I 
In particulur, the number of operations to compute A,,x does not depend on 
the or& of the decomposition of n in any specification of the recursion; 
that is, T(n) of (4.2) is independent of the intennediute choices of r and s in 
(4.1). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 2, (4.1) immediately 
implies (4.2). Supposing the result for ah 2 <k <I - 1, let 
2 m I 
n= Hr. 
I) 
r= n ri, and s = a ri. 
i=l i=l i=m+l 
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Since the indices i and the ri can be rearranged arbitrarily, r and s represent 
arbitrary factors of n with n = rs. From (4.1), 
T(n)=rT(s)+sT(r)+(n-r-s+l) 
=r s ( ~=~+~~{T(r*)+ri-l})-rs+r 
+s riglf{T(r,)+ri-1) ( -rs+s I 1 
+n-r--s+l, 
using the induction hypothesis. Simplifying this expression gives (4.2) for 
k- 1. n 
Some special cases are given in the following 
COROLLARY 3. Applying the above theorem: 
(i) fOr n =IIf, rr, and T(rJ = (2ri - l)(ri - l), 
T(n)=(2n$I(ri-l))-n+l; 
(ii) for n=r’ (rZ2) and T(7)=(2r-l)(r-l), 
T(n)=2(r-l)nlog,n-n+l; 
(iii) for n = 2’ and T(2) = 2, 
T(n) =%nlogn-n+l 
(counting muZtipZic&icms by R for I> 2). 
Suppose n = II: _ 1 pp is the unique prime decomposition of n. Then (4.2) 
implies that 
T(n) = nigI :{T(Pi)+Pd-1) 
t 
(4.3) 
When T( p,)-2pf, this yields T(n)-2nZ:,,a,p,. The function F(n)= 
Z=ra,P, is the sum of the prime factors and has been analyzed recently by 
Diaconis [5] in his study of the average behavior of T(n) in (4.3). We state 
some of his results in 
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THEOREM 7 (Diaconis [S]). For T(n) us in (4.3) with T( pi)w2p,2, 
Moreover, the proportion of integers n dm such that T(n) <n’+Y has a limit 
L( y) for 0 < y < 1; i.e., 
iI{ n<m: T(n) dn’+‘)(--L( y). 
For example, Diaconis calculates L(0.33) = 0.05, L(0.61) = 0.5, and 
L(0.95) = 0.95; thus T(n) < nr61 approximately half the time, while T(n) > 
nl.% approximately g of the time. Diaconis also analyzes the average time 
complexity of other algorithms, and his approach can be extended to handle 
many algorithmic variants which are implied by the identities of Sec. 3. 
While the identities of Sec. 3 are mathematically interesting as general 
combinatorial identities, they are also of use in deriving or proving the 
correctness of computer implementations. We conclude our discussion with 
three brief illustrative examples. 
EIL+MPLE 1 (“Bit reversal” permutation). Consider (3.2) rewritten as 
A, = (A,@&)T:(Z,@A)‘,s, n--s. (4.6) 
To compute y = A,,x using (4.6), we can first permute the input x by P,” and 
then compute the successive products zr = (Z,.@ A&,, z, = Z’,?zl, and z, = (A, 
@ZJz, by appropriately indexing into the permuted and successively over- 
written array ,q,= P,“x. By (2.6a) an index k=klr+ko, O<k,<s-1, O<k,<r 
- 1, of x is mapped into the index 1 = &s + k, of y; that is, in the mixed radix 
representation of any integer 0 < k < TS - 1 in the generalized base [l, r], P,” 
effects “generalized digit” reversal in the base [l,s]. Such behavior is true in 
general for n = II:, 1 , r and can be shown by induction on k from (3.2). We 
sketch the case k=3 to give the idea. Let n = rst (the order is now 
important). From (3.2) 
4, = (A,~ZI,t)T,“‘(Z,~AA,t)P,“’ 
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It is not difficult to see that the permutation represented by Pmt = (I,.@ Pi)P,“’ 
takesanyindexk=kZrs+k1r+kOtotheindexl=kots+k,t+k,,O<k,<r- 
1, O<k, <s- 1, O<&<t- 1. In general, the index k represented by 
(k,,, k,, k,, . . . , k,_,) in the mixed radix base denoted by B, = 
P,ri, rirs, rlrzr3,. . . ,r1r2- * . r,_ J will become the index I represented by 
(k,_,,kr_,,..., kc,) in the base B,=[l T rr , I, 1 ~_1,~rq_l~z_2,....~~~z_-l~~~~21. The 
expression “bit reversal” derives from the case ri = 2, 1 < i < 1. Note also that 
since A,, is symmetric the reversal transformation may be done either before 
or after the smaller DFT computations. 
It is clear from (3.1) that if one interprets the formula recursively, then 
the recursion can be associated with the computations involved with either 
A, or A, (or both). These choices lead to slight variations in the actual 
arithmetic performed, even though the number of operations is the same. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let n = 2s; then 
with 
T,“=diag{l,l,..., l,w”,wl ,..., wSV1}. 






Equation (4.7) is called the decimation-in-time (DIT) FET; see Rabiner and 
Gold [16, Sec. 6.3, pp. 361-3631. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let n = ~2; then 
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with 
T,2=diag{l,oo,1,w,1,w2 ,..., l,wrel}. 
Computing the quantity X = A, x from 
y=T,2 
yields 
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X= 
[ 
x0 x2 ... x-2 = b%fY 
Xl x, .*. X,-l 
11 I hg)T ' 
where 
fo fi *.* 5-1 x0 Xl *** Ll 
g, g, *'. g,_, * % %+1 *.* 1 1 G-1 1 
is computed by 
fi=xi+xr+i> 
gi=(xi-x~+~)wi> I 
O<i <r-l. (4.8) 
Equation (4.8) is called the decimation-in-frequency FFIY [16, Sec. 6.6, pp. 
368-3711. 
The author is grateful for discussions with P. Diacouis and R. Graham. 
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